
Benchmark of Quality and Performance
Unrivaled precision. Universal compatibility.

LevelBestGrading.com    800-342-0905   

Made in the USA by ATI Corp. 250 Earland Drive,  New Holland,  PA  17557

The industry’s only Precision Box Grader accurate to 0.1” of spec

Mix & Match universal compatibility with all power and guidance systems

No daily maintenance - helps maximize profitable uptime

Faster to achieve a consistently smooth, highly accurate grade

One of the most flexible and productive attachments available

Compact Track Loader and Skid Steer Attachment 

PD Series Precision Box Grader
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Most Widely Used Precision Grader

The Level Best Dual Mast PD Series is made 

specifically to work with skid steer loaders. 

Plus, we’ve made it easier to create an 

extremely precise, smooth finished grade. 

Level Best grading boxes represent the next 

level in technology advancement. 

3-D Precision Grading Made Easy

The Level Best PD Series works seamlessly 

with the on-site horizontal laser reference, 

and uses highly accurate satellite measure-

ments for vertical reference points. It’s ready 

to use with GPS, total stations or sonic 

technology for complex contour work.

Over 50 Adjustments Per Second

Operators are far more comfortable with 

the smoothest operation available, from 

dead-level to contoured surfaces. 

High Production Push-Pull Operation

Skid steer loaders work in a completely 

different way than tractors. That’s why we 

designed the Level Best PD Series to take 

advantage of the push-pull directional work 

style of skid steer loaders for maximum 

production.

Made For Operator Comfort

Happy operators are more productive.       

The unique frame design gives operators 

exceptional control, efficiency and smooth-

ness, and eliminates the “bounce” effect 

common in skid steer loaders due to the 

short wheelbase.



About The Level Best PD & PS Series

Designed for Compact Track Loaders and Skid Steers

Skid steer loaders work differently than tractors, in both 

directions. So we engineered the Level Best PD Series to take 

advantage of the push-pull work style of skid steer loaders 

for maximum production.

In short, the Level Best PD Series is made specifically for skid 

steer loaders, and is not a design compromise that attempts 

to work on both skid steers and tractors.

The unique frame design gives operators exceptional 

control, efficiency and smoothness, and eliminates the 

“bounce” effect common in skid steer loaders due to the 

short wheelbase.

Grades in both directions to help 

optimize productivity

Model

PD-72

PD-84

PD-96

Width

72”

84”

96”

Forward
Capacity

11.5 ft 3

13.4 ft 3

15.3 ft 3

Reverse 
Capacity

7.0 ft 3

8.0 ft 3

9.0 ft 3

Weight

2,020 lbs

2,070 lbs

2,155 lbs

SPECIFICATIONS

LevelBestGrading.com

800-342-0905

Level Best Is Precision Grading. It’s All We Do.

PD & PS Series Features

When “close enough” simply isn’t good enough, make it Level Best Precision Grading

Search “Level Best Grading”


